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ន់ និងេ មីម ពះ មិតនឹង ។ បុ៉ែនពួក ែតង បែជង និច។
ៃថមួយ ពួកេគក៏បបួល េលង ល់ ត់។
អក ងំពីរចង់ដឹង េតីនរ ពូែក ងេគ។

• • •

Chicken and Millipede were friends. But they were
always competing with each other. One day they
decided to play football to see who the best player
was.
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ពួកេគក៏េចញេ ទី ន ល់ ត់។ រ បកួតក៏ ប់េផីម។
ន់រត់ ៉ ងេល ន។ បុ៉ែនេ មីម ពះ រត់េល ន ង។
ន់ ត់ ល់ ន យ។ បុ៉ែនេ មីម ពះ ត់ ល់ ន យ ង។
ន់ក៏ ប់េផីមមួេ ៉ ។

• • •

They went to the football field and started their
game. Chicken was fast, but Millipede was faster.
Chicken kicked far, but Millipede kicked further.
Chicken started to feel grumpy.
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ពួកេគក៏សេ មចចិត ត់េប៉ ល់ទីវញមង។ ដំបូងេ មីម ពះ
េធី អក ទីំ។ ន់ ត់ចូលទី នែតមួយ ប់បុ៉េ ះ។ ប ប់មក
ដល់េវន ន់ ទីំវញមង។

• • •

They decided to play a penalty shoot-out. First
Millipede was goal keeper. Chicken scored only one
goal. Then it was the chicken’s turn to defend the
goal.
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េ មីម ពះ ត់ ល់ចូល។ េ មីម ពះបេណីរ ល់ចុះេឡងី
ក៏ ត់ចូលេទ ត។ េ មីម ពះ ែតត ល់ចូលទីេទ ត។
េ មីម ពះ ត់ចូលសរបុ ន ំ ប់។

• • •

Millipede kicked the ball and scored. Millipede
dribbled the ball and scored. Millipede headed the
ball and scored. Millipede scored five goals.
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េពល ញ់ែបបេនះ ន់ខឹង ៉ ង ងំ ។ េ មីម ពះអស់សំេណីច
េ ះេឃីញមិត ខឹងេឡងីមុខ កហម។

• • •

Chicken was furious that she lost. She was a very
bad loser. Millipede started laughing because his
friend was making such a fuss.
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ន់ខឹង ងំេពក ក៏េបីកចំពុះចឹកេលបេ មីម ពះចូលេ ះ ត់។
• • •

Chicken was so angry that she opened her beak
wide and swallowed the millipede.
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េពលេដីរមកផះវញ ន់ក៏ជួបនឹងេមេ មីម ពះ។ េមេ មីម ពះក៏សរួ ៖
“េតីឯង នេឃីញកូនខំុែដរឬេទ?” ន់មិននិ យអី ងំអស់។
េមេ មីម ពះ ពយ រម ៉ ង ងំ។

• • •

As Chicken was walking home, she met Mother
Millipede. Mother Millipede asked, “Have you seen
my child?” Chicken didn’t say anything. Mother
Millipede was worried.
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រេពចេ ះ េមេ មីម ពះ នឮសំេឡង វៗ។ “ែម៉ជួយកូនផង!”
េមេ មីម ពះសមឹងជំុវញ េហីយ បឹង ប់ ៉ ង បង បយ័ត។
សំេឡងេ ះ គឺឮេចញពីកងុេ ះ ន់េ ះ។

• • •

Then Mother Millipede heard a tiny voice. “Help me
mom!” cried the voice. Mother Millipede looked
around and listened carefully. The voice came from
inside the chicken.
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េមេ មីម ពះក៏ែ សក ៖ “កូនស ញ់!
ចូរកូនេ បីជំ ញពិេសសរបស់កូនេ ។” េ មីម ពះ ក៏បេ ញកិនសយុ
និងរស តិគួរឲ េខីម។ ន់ ប់េផីម ន រមណ៍មិន សលខួន។

• • •

Mother Millipede shouted, “Use your special power
my child!” Millipedes can make a bad smell and a
terrible taste. Chicken began to feel ill.
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ន់ ប់េផីមេភី។ ប ប់មក ប់េផីម កផង េ ះផង។ េ យមក
ក៏ក ស់ េហីយកក។ កកេហីយ កកេទ ត។

េ មីម ពះគួរឲ េខីមរេអីម ស់!
• • •

Chicken burped. Then she swallowed and spat.
Then she sneezed and coughed. And coughed. The
millipede was disgusting!
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ន់ក៏កកេចញេ មីម ពះពីកងុេ ះ មកេ ។ េមេ មីម ពះ និងកូន
ក៏ ំ រេឡងីេដីមេឈីេដីម ី ក់ខួន។

• • •

Chicken coughed until she coughed out the
millipede that was in her stomach. Mother Millipede
and her child crawled up a tree to hide.
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ប់ពីេពលេ ះមក ន់ និងេ មីម ពះ យ ស តវនឹង រហតូមក។
• • •

From that time, chickens and millipedes were
enemies.
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